Summer 2018 ORNL/PSCC T Bus Route

Service runs: Thursday, May 31 until Friday, August 10, 2018

Schedule: Monday – Friday (except July 4th holiday)

Locations: UT – Cumberland Ave. @ James Agee St
       PSCC – Pellissippi St-10915 Hardin Valley Rd
       ORNL – Visitor’s Center

The UT/PSCC/ORNL daily route schedule is:

7:00am Leave UT for PSCC Cumberland Ave @ James Agee St
7:20am Arrive at PSCC Pellissippi St-10915 Hardin Valley Rd
7:55am Arrive at ORNL ORNL Visitor’s Center-5200 Bethel Valley Rd
8:35am Arrive at UT Cumberland Ave. @ James Agee St.

4:00pm Leave UT for ORNL Cumberland Ave. @ James Agee St.
4:50pm Arrive at ORNL ORNL Visitor’s Center-5200 Bethel Valley Rd
5:20pm Arrive at PSCC Pellissippi St-10915 Hardin Valley Rd
5:50pm Arrive at UT Cumberland Ave. @ James Agee St.

Some restrictions apply to the ORNL/PSCC bus route. Proper ID cards are required and passengers riding from PSCC’s Hardin Valley Campus to Oak Ridge must have the necessary credentials to access ORNL.

All T buses are accessible to passengers with disabilities and equipped with GPS tracking to monitor the vehicle’s location using the university’s mobile app.

For more information about the T, visit http://ridethet.utk.edu.